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Abstract
Background: An increasing number of microarray experiments produce time series of expression levels for many
genes. Some recent clustering algorithms respect the time ordering of the data and are, importantly, extremely
fast. The focus of this paper is the development of such an algorithm on a microarray data set consisting of
22,810 genes of the plant Arabidopsis thaliana measured at 13 time points over two days. Circadian rhythms
control the timing of various physiological and metabolic processes and are regulated by genes acting in
feedback loops. The aim is to cluster and classify the expression profiles in order to identify genes potentially
involved in, and regulated by, the circadian clock.
Results: A greedy search over time series of expression levels (where series are compared pairwise, the two most
similar put in the same cluster and so forth) will get a fast result but will only explore a very limited number of
the possible partitions of the profiles. We propose an improved, deterministic method based on a multi-step
application of a conjugate Bayesian clustering algorithm. It allows the entire space to be searched more fully and
intelligently. The values of the summary statistics are used to not only score clusters of genes, but also to guide
the search of the vast partition space. By following this procedure, we are able to cluster genes that are known
to be rhythmically expressed with genes of previously unknown function; thus suggesting potentially interesting
targets for future experiments.
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Conclusions: We show that by employing a guided search of a vast space of potential clusterings, using
coefficients of the posterior distributions and genes known to biologically interesting, we can quickly uncover
and classify clusters of potentially rhythmically expressed genes. The algorithm can be adapted to cluster many
other data sets consisting of large numbers of time series.
Background
Cluster models are well established in the analysis of gene expression data, see for example [1] and
references therein. However, many traditional methods are not suited to time course experiments. Any
sensible statistical analysis of time series needs to utilise the time order of the data and not be invariant to
permutations of the time points [2]. In particular, observations taken in quick succession can be expected
to be more related than those taken further apart. The regression model we employ, based on [2], allows us
to meet this requirement. Further, since we have a moderately long time course (T = 13 compared to
T = 6 in [2]), with an appropriate choice of basis function, we can also use the estimated coefficients of the
basis to guide the search through the partition space and thus obtain a more informative final clustering.
The basis functions determine how the time series are clustered: for example, on linear differential changes
(via a linear spline basis) or periodicity (via a Fourier basis). A partition is simply a particular grouping of
the genes into a distinct set of clusters. Clearly there can be a huge number of different partitions if the
number of genes and/or time points is large.
Clustering algorithms are extremely useful for studying profiles of gene expressions for a number of
reasons. Firstly, they perform a data reduction by clustering similar profiles together reducing, in our case,
over 20,000 separate profiles into one hundred clusters of 5,696 potentially rhythmically expressed genes.
This makes comparisons of groups of profiles feasible.
Note that ranking the genes in some way does not confer this property. For example, the COSOPT
algorithm [3–5] fits cosine waves from a range of periods and phases to each profile and calculates the best
fit. The user can then rank the profiles in terms of their phase, amplitude, etc. Whilst this may be useful
as a summary for small numbers of genes, it does not allocate genes to distinct groups.
Two recent papers, which give very impressive results, have also considered other ways of detecting
periodic genes [6, 7]. The problem of detecting genes with an unknown period is considered in [6]. In our
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context, we have a clearly defined period (24 hours) but could investigate other periods by amending the
basis functions and the measure of periodicity (currently, the second harmonic ratio or SHR). However,
their technique is very useful in cases where the periodicity is unclear at the outset. Spectral analysis is
combined with multiple hypothesis testing in [7]. A particular strength of this method is that it works well
even when the noise is non-Gaussian. In both [6] and [7], the time series are transformed into a single
number, the test statistic, which is used to rank the genes. In this sense, [6] is like a Bayesian version of
COSOPT. It’s important to realise, however, that their aims are different to ours.
Primarily, we calculate a score for a partition of the genes and not the individual genes themselves. This
score is what determines the clustering. Also, the focus of this paper is not just on those genes that are
periodic, but those that have a similar profile. Clustering provides a framework in which we can group
genes with similar expression. We can then compare which genes fall into which clusters, see how close the
time series are to the posterior mean of their cluster and examine how this distribution changes between
different experiments. Clustering works by comparing genes directly rather than calculating measures on
the individual genes and then ranking them. This leads to a second advantage of clustering in general.
Genes with similar expression profiles are often hypothesised to be functionally related. A clustering
algorithm can thus act as a filter for more complex models.
An advantage specific to both the algorithm presented in [2, 8] and the adaptation described here, is that
the clustering is extremely fast. 6,000 genes from the 13 time point series detailed below take only a couple
of minutes on a Pentium 4 PC. This allows us to cluster and re-cluster the data many times permitting an
efficient exploration of the vast number of potential partitions. It should also be noted that, in our method,
all 22,810 genes are used in the clustering at some stage and we do not perform any pre-filtering (such as
omitting genes of low differential expression) at the first step. This speed is conferred by a conjugate
Bayesian analysis. In essence, each partition is scored by the logarithm of its associated marginal likelihood
evaluated at the observed data. When the analysis is conjugate, the scores of partitions are given by a
simple algebraic formula and can thus be calculated almost instantaneously [9].
In Bayesian statistics, conjugacy ensures that the prior, likelihood and posterior all stay in the same family
of distributions. The posterior then follows from the prior by a straightforward calculation of the new
parameters from the old ones, with no need to resort to expensive numerical techniques such as Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
A second benefit peculiar to this algorithm but inherent in any Bayesian analysis and exploited in this
paper, is that when the basis functions are customised to contextual information, the corresponding
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summary statistics of the posterior distribution of the regression coefficients have a clear interpretation.
For example, when using a Fourier basis, the regression coefficients are Fourier coefficients. These can be
used to characterise each cluster, and also (as we will demonstrate) to guide the search for more useful
partitions of the model space in an intelligent manner. Furthermore, since these coefficients are calculated
anyway to score associated partitions, their use for this purpose incurs virtually no additional cost.
Essentially, we use the algorithm in [2] many times on various partitions of the genes with a Fourier basis
to draw out rhythmically expressed genes. We show that this multi-step, customised approach has many
advantages. In particular, it searches the enormous space of partitions by concentrating on regions of
interest. This is in contrast to the single greedy search algorithm advanced in [2] which does not use
contextual information to guide the search.
The data set clustered in this paper is taken from a recent microarray experiment on the plant model
organism Arabidopsis thaliana. It was designed to detect genes whose expression levels, and hence
functionality, may be connected with circadian rhythms. Plant samples were harvested every four hours
during a 48 hour interval of constant light. RNA prepared from these samples was analysed using
Affymetrix ATH1 microarrays. A full analysis and exposition of this data, together with a discussion of its
biological significance is given in [10]. The methods section provides more detail on the experimental setup.
The circadian clock is thought to comprise a relatively small number of genes (of order 10). Their protein
products are connected in interlocking feedback loops [11]. Circadian rhythms of approximately 24 hour
period are an emergent property of this gene network. These cycles control the regulation of various
processes in the plant. Circadian clocks can be found in most eukaryotes. Despite differing in composition
and construction, they are all self-sustaining, entrainable and can maintain timing across a range of
temperatures.
The genes understood to be in the clock to date were identified genetically: certain mutations affect the
timing of all circadian rhythms in the plant. The circadian clock circuit drives the rhythmic expression of a
much larger number of downstream, clock-regulated genes (of order 1,000). These are the genes we aim to
identify in this work. Rhythmic output from the circadian clock to clock-regulated genes is presumably
mediated by a small number of regulators that are expressed at discrete circadian phases and which,
directly or indirectly, control the clock regulated genes. Few of the rhythmic output regulators have so far
been identified.
In summary, we present a method for intelligently and efficiently searching a vast space of time series
clusterings by using a set of criteria that define measures of periodicity. We also briefly discuss how it can
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be adapted to clustering other time series.
Results and Discussion
The objectives, nature and consequences of clustering
In this application it is hypothesised that sets of genes involved in the same regulatory pathway will have
similar expression profiles over time. The objectives of our clustering algorithm are therefore to:
1. Identify the clusters containing genes that are co-expressed.
2. Find those clusters which appear to be potentially circadian (PC). (We define this precisely later.)
3. (a) Earmark a set of genes G from these clusters for future individual biological analysis in terms of
their possible regulatory function.
(b) Identify as accurately as possible the set G∗ of those genes that are associated in some way or
another to circadian functionality, classifying these genes as closely as possible in terms of their
various expression profiles.
A specification of G and G∗ for our data set is given in appendix A. The search over partitions needs to be
customised in the light of the prior information we have about how the algorithm will be used.
Firstly, from the third objective listed above, two partitions sharing the same partition over PC genes but
differing on their partitions of the remaining genes, will have identical scores however the underlying
scoring function is devised. We therefore require a high score on the predictive distributions of potentially
circadian clusters and are indifferent to their behaviour elsewhere. A score, or utility, is a measure of the
validity of the clustering. For example, the score employed here is the log marginal likelihood of the
clustering. This allows us to determine which of the enormous number of possible partitions is the most
appropriate. Obviously any search of the partition space should therefore focus on correctly classifying
rhythmically expressed genes.
Secondly, suppose that a partition φ′ is a refinement of the partition φ so that each of the clusters ci ∈ φ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n(φ), is partitioned into the clusters {c′i,1, . . . , c
′
i,ni} ∈ φ
′ where ni ≥ 1. Under mild regularity
conditions, the following then holds for the partitions φ and φ′ for both G and G∗: two expected utilities
associated with either φ or φ′ will be close in absolute distance whenever all the expression profiles of
{c′i,1, . . . , c
′
i,ni} ∈ φ
′ are close to those in ci, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n(φ). Consequently, two partitions with very
different numbers of clusters, and perhaps with quite different log marginal likelihood scores, can lead to
almost equivalent optimal decisions provided that their profiles correspond in the sense described above.
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A misleading clustering can be produced in two circumstances. The first is when PC genes with profiles
that would be interpreted quite differently by the scientist are clustered together erroneously. Fortunately,
our particular data set seemed to not suffer from this problem. The second is when PC genes are placed in
non-circadian clusters or, less importantly, when non-clock regulated genes appear in, and therefore distort
the profile of, a circadian cluster: a real problem that must be overcome in our application as outlined in
the description of our guided clustering method.
Bayesian techniques are famed for incorporating prior beliefs and information from practitioners in the
field under investigation. This expert judgement, concerning which expression profiles might be linked to
circadian regulation, comes from two main sources. The first is the result of a mathematical consideration
of the postulated physical processes. As well as the obvious necessity for the existence of an approximately
24 hour periodicity (here expressed through a relatively strong second harmonic in the posterior mean of
the profiles), there are at least three features that single out a cluster of particular interest.
1. A cluster containing genes involved in regulation may often express at certain times. Technically,
clusters responsive to this primary regulatory cluster will exhibit a group delay, see for
example [12, 13].
2. As well as exhibiting a group delay, responsive clusters will act in a similar way to a low frequency
band pass filter of the primary regulatory clusters [13]. This means in particular that responsive
clusters — loosely clusters more associated with effects rather than causes — will be more sinusoidal
with a 24 hour period. Regulatory genes, on the other hand, might be expected to have a single spike
over about 24 hours or, alternatively, asymmetric cycles with a sharp rise to a peak and a slower
decline. Some of these clusters are identified in appendix A.
3. From the results in [10], we expect clusters rich in transcription factors to have higher amplitudes.
Thus clusters with larger amplitude may contain regulatory genes.
As will be seen later, the measure of the strength of periodicity (the SHR) is able to detect clusters which
exhibit properties 1 and 2 (types I to V in the classification in appendix A), and the clustering algorithm
itself (rather than the SHR) distinguishes between clusters of different amplitudes.
A second source of expert judgement comes from a small number of genes (currently 39 in our case) that
are known or thought to be associated with some aspect of circadian regulation from biological
experiments. For simplicity, we use this prior information sparingly although, interestingly, we will see that
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these genes often lie in clusters whose profiles have the three features outlined above.
Outline of the Bayesian Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) algorithm
We now describe the model pertinent to our study. There are now many examples of Bayesian clustering
algorithms in the literature [14, 15]. Indeed, several model-based clustering algorithms have recently been
proposed for gene expression time series [16–19]. However, the approach expounded in [2], as discussed
there, has numerous advantages over these methods.
Our algorithm is an extension of the technique used in [2]. Essentially, this groups together those curves
that appear to have been drawn from a joint distribution with parameters β and  under the linear model
Y = Bβ + . Notice that this is a linear model with nonlinear basis functions.
Here, Y is the vector of the logged gene expression profiles and B is the design or basis function matrix
that encodes the type of basis used for the clustering (linear spline, Fourier, wavelets, etc). It holds p basis
functions. For example, in [2], B is a linear spline basis and it clusters well on linear changes in expression
level. The parameter β is the vector of coefficients of the basis used to characterise the expression profiles
and is estimated by the algorithm.  is the standard Gaussian noise component, so that  ∼ N(0, σ2). An
important feature of this linear model structure is its ability to account for time dependence.
For the application advanced here, as explained later, a more appropriate choice is the Fourier basis. Time
series in the same cluster are assumed to have originated from a common Gaussian mixture process (this
will become evident from the marginal likelihood: note that the predictive distributions are assumed to be
t-distributed, not Gaussian [9]) and will, within a given cluster c, have the same βc and σ
2
c . Notice that βc,
σ2c and Nc (the number of genes in the cluster c) will be different for each cluster, and that the dimensions
of B and Y will need to be adjusted accordingly to enable the calculations below to be carried out.
(Specifically, Bc will be an NcT × p matrix and Y c an NcT × 1 vector, assuming we have T time points.)
The parameters βc and σ
2
c are assumed a priori independent across clusters.
As with any conjugate Bayesian analysis, various priors must be specified so that the prior-to-posterior
analysis remains in the same family of distributions. Details, along with a description of single-step AHC,
are given in the methods section. Note that a key attraction of this model is the calculation of the most
probable number of clusters: unlike many algorithms, the number of clusters is found a posteriori and is
not fixed in advance. Also, although these properties are not required in this paper, each gene can be
measured at different time points or even a different number of time points [2].
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Problems with single-step AHC
This conjugate algorithm is quite stable in practice and very fast, taking only a few minutes to cluster
6,000 genes. However, certain aspects of the corresponding predictive distributions arising from a conjugate
analysis do not quite match with expert judgements. This mismatch, particularly when used with a coarse
search technique such as AHC, can lead to inappropriate “optimal” (that is, highest scoring) partitions.
Further problems with AHC are discussed and illustrated in appendix B. Fortunately, the simplicity of the
posterior distributions allows us to determine when this mismatch might occur. We can then customise the
search algorithms to minimise this difficulty and produce simple diagnostics to pick up any remaining
problems.
For example, in this application, the joint distribution of the vectors of the Fourier coefficients is a product
of multivariate Student t-distributions over each of the clusters. It is well known that t-distributions have
heavy tails which means they are prone to outliers. It has been argued [20] that this is a good property for
a cluster model because it tends to prevent the appearance of many singleton clusters with idiosyncratic
profiles. Such singletons are treated as outliers of large, noisy clusters and are quickly absorbed into them.
These clusters can then be routinely checked for such outliers.
However, the AHC begins with many singleton clusters. (It’s simply a greedy search where time series are
compared two at a time, the two most alike put in the same cluster and so forth.) As a consequence, the
heavy tails can cause two very different time series to be placed in the same cluster early on. Such so-called
junk clusters subsequently draw in many other genes, including PC genes with moderate variation in
expression over time. This failure is analogous to getting stuck at a local minimum in the energy landscape
of a system in statistical physics, such as a spin glass, even though a lower global minimum exists. The
particular way in which the AHC combines clusters in a greedy manner causes this discrepancy. Splitting
and re-clustering the time series in different combinations so that the PC genes have a chance to be pulled
out of the junk clusters overcomes the problem.
Generalising to multi-step can overcome the deficiencies of single-step AHC
In the process of scoring various partitions, the clustering algorithm gives a signature to each cluster via
the joint distribution of the regression coefficients and the sample variance. In the light of the comments
above it is clear that, at minimal cost, the regression coefficients and sample variance can be used
iteratively to improve the search for a near-optimal partition. The summaries of the clusters contained in
this partition can also be used to categorise the genes in ways helpful to the scientist.
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In the problem considered in [2], a linear spline function basis was used and the search objective was very
simple: to look for ramp changes in expression level. The usefulness of cluster signatures was therefore
small in this semi-parametric setting. However, the context of the circadian application we are interested in
here is quite different and the cluster summaries are invaluable.
Explicitly, as we shall see, the posterior means of the second harmonic give much information on whether a
given cluster is PC or a junk cluster. By applying the AHC to different collections of the time series, we
can thus produce more stable results dependent on the exact composition of the pool of genes. Further, we
can ensure that the partition space is only searched over genes that are PC. That is, we direct the search to
interesting areas of the space. This improved search is akin to the techniques developed in [21, 22]. Note
that the multi-step search is guided through the structure of the scoring function rather than prior beliefs.
Description of a multi-step guided extension of AHC
We first define a PC cluster. Biological expert judgement suggested that a PC cluster was one whose
second harmonic was high relative to the third, fourth, fifth and sixth harmonics. (Since there are 13 time
points, we can use up to six cosine/sine pairs of harmonics.) The expectation, or posterior mean, of the
cluster profiles, y(t), (with Fourier coefficients ai and bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6) over a 48 hour time course is given by
E(y(t)) = E(a0) +
6∑
i=1
(
E(ai) cos
(
2piit
48
)
+ E(bi) sin
(
2piit
48
))
(1)
This is shown as a blue line in figures 2 and 3. We define the second harmonic ratio or SHR as
SHR =
(
E(a2)
2 + E(b2)
2
) 1
2
∑6
i=2 (E(ai)
2 + E(bi)2)
1
2
(2)
We can then use this measure to delimit the potentially circadian (PC), potentially junk (PJ) and other
(O) clusters with the following criteria:
1. A cluster is called PC if SHR≥0.4.
2. A cluster is called PJ if
• SHR ∈ [0.35, 0.4) OR
• SHR ∈ [0.3, 0.35) AND the largest expression level in the cluster is > ln(1.5).
3. A cluster is called O if if does not satisfy conditions 1.) or 2.).
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The thresholds were determined by examining the cluster plots with the experimentalists. As can be seen
in appendix A, clusters with an SHR bigger than 0.4 could hold circadian regulated genes. This accords
well with the allocation of genes that biologists know are rhythmically expressing in the final clustering (see
for example clusters 84, 85 and 87 in figure 2). The definition of a PJ cluster is a little more involved. Since
we apply a multi-step AHC, it must be broad enough to catch any profiles that may not have yet been
compared to a similar profile from a different part of the space, yet it must not carry lots of non-circadian
profiles into the next step of the clustering, since these will draw the search into uninteresting partitions.
In practice, this means clusters with an SHR between 0.3 and 0.4 (anything with SHR<0.3 is unlikely to
contain circadian regulated genes). We can in fact go further and, for those with SHR between 0.3 and
0.35, restrict ourselves only to those whose largest expression value is bigger than ln(1.5), since (as we are
clustering the log expression level) we are only interested in profiles that change significantly in the time
course. (See condition three in the first part of this section.) ln(1.5) thus corresponds to a 50% increase in
the expression level at some point in the time series. Further, on occasion, there can be another reason for
labelling a cluster as PJ: namely if it contains a gene/s already known to be biologically interesting or
relevant. However, this condition is rarely needed (see step seven in the algorithm below).
The ultimate aim is to obtain the best possible PC set by exposing each profile to different parts of the
space in a bid to draw out the PC clusters. One can imagine various ways to do this. Furthermore, we
require that this be done quickly. Below we outline what we did for our particular data set as it illustrates
several ways of moving around the space. Although the algorithm as presented is specific to our data set,
the method of re-clustering and sieving is generic and can be applied to any collection of time series. (The
first step may seem particularly ad hoc. The 22,810 genes were split into four sets for two reasons. Firstly,
5,702 time series can be clustered extremely quickly which is advantageous since the AHC is applied many
times. Secondly, 5,702 genes is a big enough sample to contain plenty of each type of cluster and the AHC
can discriminate them reasonably well: this is confirmed by the small number of genes in PJ and O clusters
at steps three and six of the algorithm shown in figure 1. If there were more genes, we would suggest
breaking them up into groups of about 6,000 genes at the first step.)
As can be seen in figure 1, the AHC usually identifies the PC genes in one run, with a further clustering of
the PJ and O sets only drawing out a couple of genes into the PC set. (We tried other ways of combining
clusters, such as re-clustering the O sets by themselves but, once delimited by the algorithm, we found that
re-clustering the O sets would not split them further into PC and PJ clusters: more O sets were produced.
This suggested that it was better to combine the O sets with the PJ sets before re-clustering in a bid to
10
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extract any PC sets.)
1. Place the 22,810 genes randomly into four distinct sets (two with 5,702 genes, two with 5,703 genes).
Notice ALL genes are used at this step and there is no pre-filtering.
2. Perform AHC for each set. This produces PC[i], PJ[i] and O[i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
3. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, perform AHC on PJ[i]∪O[i]. Call the resulting sets PC′[i], PJ′[i] and O′[i]. (This
ensures that we extract any PC clusters we may have missed in step 2.)
4. Form the sets
TOP=PC[1]∪PC′[1]∪PJ′[1]∪PC[2]∪PC′[2]∪PJ′[2] and
BTM=PC[3]∪PC′[3]∪PJ′[3]∪PC[4]∪PC′[4]∪PJ′[4].
(That is, we discard O′[i] from any further analysis. We can think of this as clustering the top and
bottom halves of the data set separately, but with the O clusters filtered out and removed. The next
two steps are then analogous to steps two, three and four above.)
5. Perform AHC on TOP and BTM . This produces PC[j], PJ[j] and O[j] for j ∈ {TOP, BTM}.
6. For each j ∈ {TOP, BTM}, perform AHC on PJ[j]∪O[j]. Call the resulting sets PC′[j], PJ′[j] and
O′[j].
7. For each j ∈ {TOP, BTM}, put any clusters in PJ′[j] that contain genes that are known to be
rhythmically expressed, into the set PJ*′[j]. (This ensures that we do not ignore biological prior
information.)
8. Form the set
FINAL=PC[TOP ]∪PC′[TOP ]∪PJ*′[TOP ]
FINAL=∪PC[BTM ]∪PC′[BTM ]∪PJ*′[BTM ].
(That is, we discard O′[j] and PJ′[j]\PJ*′[j] from any further analysis. This set now contains all the
clusters that have made it through as PC, and any that contain genes the biologists were interested
in prior to the clustering.)
9. Perform AHC on FINAL. This produces PC[FINAL] (the set we’re most interested in),
PJ[FINAL] and O[FINAL] (both of these are remnants of clusters we’re not interested in, but in
rare cases may contain some genes of interest, see cluster 9 in appendix A).
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15,702
PC[1]
1,180
PJ[1]
1,526
O[1]
2,996
PC′[1]
0
PJ′[1]
1,454
O′[1]
3,068
2
5,703
PC[2]
1,137
PJ[2]
2,079
O[2]
2,487
PC′[2]
8
PJ′[2]
2,048
O′[2]
2,510
3
5,702
PC[3]
1,265
PJ[3]
1,852
O[3]
2,585
PC′[3]
568
PJ′[3]
1,317
O′[3]
2,552
4
5,703
PC[4]
1,256
PJ[4]
1,942
O[4]
2,505
PC′[4]
9
PJ′[4]
1,981
O′[4]
2,457
TOP
5,827
BTM
6,396
PC[TOP ]
2,484
PJ[TOP ]
2,867
O[TOP ]
476
PC′[TOP ]
33
PJ′[TOP ]
2,860
O′[TOP ]
450
PC[BTM ]
2,246
PJ[BTM ]
3,897
O[BTM ]
253
PC′[BTM ]
75
PJ′[BTM ]
3,824
O′[BTM ]
251
FINAL
5,696
PC[FINAL]
4,619
PJ[FINAL]
759
O[FINAL]
318
Figure 1: The clustering scheme applied to our data set. The top number in each circle is the name of
the set, the bottom number the number of genes in that set. The small circles with no text indicate the
conglomeration of PJ and O clusters. The boxes indicate sets of clusters that were dropped at the next step
of clustering — where there is a dotted border, one cluster was carried forward to the next step (the cluster
containing VIG for PJ*′[TOP ] and the cluster containing PKS1-like for PJ*′[BTM ]).
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Figure 1 shows this process for our data set (where PJ*′[TOP ] is the cluster that contains the circadian
regulated gene VIG and PJ*′[BTM ] is the cluster that contains the PKS1-like gene potentially involved in
the circadian clock, though its involvement has not yet been determined directly experimentally). Here,
FINAL contains 5,696 genes in 100 clusters: 4,619 genes are in the 81 PC clusters, 759 are in the 13 PJ
clusters and 318 are in the 6 O clusters.
Note that this approach is fully Bayesian in the sense that we are still calculating posterior predictive scores
and optimising over them. However, we are searching many more cluster configurations than under greedy
search and it is specifically tailored to extracting rhythmically expressed genes via the SHR measure.
The performance of the multi-step AHC
We applied this algorithm to a 13 point time series of 22,810 gene expression profiles taken over a two day
period [10]. The log expression profile of some interesting clusters obtained from the set FINAL are given
in figure 2. Five of these clusters contain 12 interesting genes with proposed functions in the core of the
clock mechanism. GIGANTEA (GI), LUX ARRHYTHMO (LUX), EARLY FLOWERING 4 (ELF4) and
TIMING OF CAB EXPRESSION 1 (TOC1) are evening-expressed genes that contribute to the activation
of LHY and CCA1 expression (see below) [23–25]. The paralogues of TOC1, PSEUDO RESPONSE
REGULATOR genes 3, 5 and 7 (PRR3, PRR5, PRR7), are expressed at intervals throughout the day and
also function in the clock mechanism. EARLY PHOTOCHROME RESPONSIVE 1 (EPR1) and COLD
AND CIRCADIAN REGULATED 2 (CCR2) are circadian output regulators [26, 27]. PHYTOCHROME
INTERACTING FACTOR 4 (PIF4), CRYPTOCHROME 1 (CRY1) and FLAVIN-BINDING KELCH
DOMAIN F BOX 1 (FKF1) have varying functions in light perception. Further, CIRCADIAN CLOCK
ASSOCIATED 1 (CCA1) and LATE ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL (LHY) are closely-related,
morning-expressed genes that function both in the clock mechanism and in regulating output
genes [26, 28, 29]. Their profiles are shown in figure 3 of appendix A.
The algorithm places all of these genes in PC clusters. Cluster 73 is an example of a PJ cluster and does
not contain any genes earmarked by the biologists. More on the biological implications of the distribution
of interesting genes between clusters is discussed in [10]. How the allocation of genes changes between
experiments in different conditions is currently under investigation.
All 100 clusters in the FINAL are shown in appendix A. In all these clusters, although there is a
considerable amount of variation, the different signals can be easily distinguished and is summarised by the
Fourier coefficients of the posterior mean.
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Figure 2: Some example clusters. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the blue
line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting by the biologists are highlighted in
broad lines of red, green and blue. Clusters 44, 62, 84, 85 and 87 are PC and each contain at least one
previously studied gene. Cluster 73 is a good example of a PJ cluster.
As noted earlier, the aim is to earmark a set of genes G from the PC clusters that warrant further
individual analysis. Detailed biological investigation of single genes can be an expensive and time
consuming process. Here, potential candidates may reside in clusters such as 83, 85 and 87 (see figure 2),
which each contain three interesting genes already known to the biologists. Once these have been sifted for
homologues and genes that are involved in other pathways, there may be an indication of other genes
intrinsic to the clock, though it is important to note that this experiment alone will not be definitive proof
of whether a gene is in the clock core. The investigation of those genes associated in some way with
circadian functionality, G∗, may also be worthwhile. One could specify higher SHR thresholds to do this.
For example, to get a more refined shortlist of PC clusters, we could select those clusters with SHR>0.5 as
those that should be examined in other microarray or more targeted experiments. Also, it is possible to
match the gene clusters with one another via their average profile: classifying groups of clusters as peaking
at dawn, peaking at dusk, potentially involved in switching on genes in other clusters, etc. However, the
detailed analysis of this classification is beyond the scope of this paper.
The interesting profiles seem to fall into five main shapes: sharply rising then sharply falling and its
complement, sharply rising and then drifting back and its complement and an approximately sinusoidal
profile. These classifications are explored and explained in appendix A.
The necessity of our modification of the algorithm for this type of application is clearly demonstrated in
figure 3. The penultimate classification of the interesting gene PKS1 like was in a PJ cluster. However,
re-clustering this set with genes in PC[TOP ], PC′[TOP ] and PJ′[TOP ] allowed this gene to move into a
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Figure 3: Demonstration of the utility of multi-step clustering. On the left is a PJ cluster from the penulti-
mate step (from the set PJ*′[BTM ]) containing PKS1-like which may be involved in the clock. The cluster
on the right shows that PKS1-like ends up in a PC cluster after the final clustering into the 5,696 gene set.
This demonstrates vividly that clustering with the “right” genes can draw out PC clusters from PJ clusters.
more suitable and clearly PC cluster. Since it is unguided, the AHC search used in [2] cannot find this
better partition whatever the settings of the cluster algorithm’s parameters. By exposing sets of genes to
different parts of the space at each step, figure 1 shows that PC clusters can be pulled out of members of
PJ clusters. This advantage seems to be especially strong when a potentially rhythmic gene is only
moderately expressed.
This algorithm can be extended to cluster other time series. The user needs to simply choose an
appropriate basis, find a measure that can be used to guide the search, choose a suitable number of sets for
step one and tune the hyperparameter v to ensure the log marginal likelihood is maximised (see the
methods section for instructions on how to do this).
Conclusions
Guided Bayesian clustering methods like the one described here can enhance the performance of Bayesian
clustering algorithms for longitudinal time series whilst respecting the temporal order; something not
possible with traditional Euclidean clustering. In particular, our proposed modification explores larger
regions of the partition space than greedy search and is more robust to augmentation of the time series
(here by inclusion or deletion of subsets of gene profiles). The method we propose may even be enhanced
by slowing down the selection procedure and employing more complex moves around the partition space.
Also, our method can be used when the model is not conjugate and numerical calculations are required. In
both cases however, we then start to lose a major attraction of this method, namely speed.
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Perhaps one of the most exciting aspects of a Bayesian clustering algorithm is that it can be used to
initialise the in-depth analysis of more structured models. However, for a full and complete Bayesian model
of circadian regulatory mechanisms (even under the hypothesis of linear transfer) we obviously need to
allow the individual series to be dependent on each other. The cluster models described here assume
clusters vary independently and so are not appropriate for this description. Our algorithm is a good first
step towards this goal though.
However, the posterior distributions of the clusters in a chosen partition are entirely valid provided that we
accept that they are based only on data from the genes they contain. So, as well as providing useful
technical information on different sets of PC genes (assuming dependence at the cluster level only), the
comparison of the periodogram and group delays are an extremely valuable tool for forming hypotheses of
broadly consistent regulatory mechanisms. This sort of interaction between experimental data and
statistical algorithms is likely to become an increasingly important part of bioinformatics and systems
biology. Furthermore, the posterior distributions obtained for the partition can be used to centre and
construct proposal distributions for more elaborate, and therefore necessarily numerical, Bayesian models.
The methodology for making this transition from a coarse but easily understood model to a more complex
one is analogous to that proposed in [30] in a different context. This could be an interesting and fruitful
direction for future research. We have shown that a customised, guided multi-step Bayesian clustering
algorithm can be very useful in uncovering and classifying rhythmic time series in large longitudinal data
sets.
Methods
Description of the data set
The experimental results concerning the circadian rhythms of the plant Arabidopsis thaliana were provided
by the co-authors Kieron D. Edwards and Andrew J. Millar. The time series are gene expression levels as
measured by Affymetrix microarrays. Essentially, complementary probes for each gene in the organism are
placed at random on a glass slide (the microarray or chip) and the sample is washed over the chip. The
level of hybridisation between the complementary probe and the gene correspond to the expression level of
that gene. Of course, the experimental procedure is more complicated than this and there are real issues in
deciphering the signal from the hybridisation level and normalisation. Much more detail is provided in [1].
The advantage of microarrays compared to traditional methods is that many or even all (as is the case for
Affymetrix chips) the organism’s genes can be measured at once.
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The time series were produced from a group of plants grown in the usual diurnal light-dark cycles (12
hours of light, 12 hours of dark) for just over a week. At t = 0, at the start of a 12 hour light period,
constant white light was shone on the plants. This remained on for the rest of the time course. The first
microarray was taken at t = 26 hours, with samples every four hours up to t = 74 hours. Thus, there are
two cycles of data (13 time points) for each of the 22,810 genes available on the Arabidopsis microarray
chip. Subjective dawn occurs at about t = 24 and t = 48 hours — this is when the plant has been trained
to expect light after 12 hours of darkness.
The data were normalised using the gcRMA routine in GeneSpring v.7.2 and the log expression profiles
were clustered. We chose to use the log for three reasons. Firstly, it is most natural to think of the effects
as being proportional (i.e. multiplicative) and not additive. Secondly, the variance of highly expressed
genes appears much greater than those with lower expression. However, the algorithm implicitly assumes
this variance does not depend on the mean. On the log scale, this mismatch is much less pronounced so we
can expect to find more appropriate clusters. Finally, gcRMA normalisation is centred around the median
which is invariant to increasing transformations like this one. A more detailed exposition of the experiment
is given in [10].
Details of the single-step Bayesian AHC algorithm
As discussed earlier, partitions can be scored and compared. The score function here, for each cluster c, is
given by the log marginal likelihood:
λc(y) ≡ log pc(y) = log
(∫ ∫
pc(y|β, σ
2)pc(β|σ
2)pc(σ
2)dβdσ2
)
(3)
Thus the score measures the probability that time series in the same cluster arose from the same
underlying stochastic process. As a consequence of the independence assumption, the score λφ of a
particular partition φ consisting of n clusters is simply
∑n
i=1 λci(y). To proceed in a Bayesian setting we
need to specify priors on β and σ2.
Because of the magnitude of the model space and to avoid time consuming numerical methods, the
exploratory nature of this methodology is suited to a conjugate analysis as recommended in [2,8,21,22,31].
Provided such priors are plausible, enormous gains in efficiency can then be made. We therefore use the
well established normal inverse-gamma conjugate family a` la [2]. Thus
β|σ2 ∼ N(m, σ2V ) and σ2 ∼ IGamma
(α
2
,
γ
2
)
(4)
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That is,
pc(β|σ
2) =
1
(2piσ2)p/2|V |1/2
exp
(
−(β −m)′V −1(β −m)
2σ2
)
pc(σ
2) =
(γ/2)α/2
Γ(α/2)
(σ2)−(
α
2
+1) exp(−γ/2σ2)
V is the prior covariance matrix and m is a vector. Note that this regression model is a Gaussian mixture
as the marginal distribution of the error variance, σ2, is inverse gamma. We experimented with different
settings of the hyperparameters. For the purposes of illustration, we chose the covariance matrix V = vI
with v = 0.498 and all other parameters set to their defaults in the code available at [32]. v is a very
important parameter in the algorithm so, as in [2], we explored the log marginal likelihood over a grid of
values of v (v=0.1 to 10,000, see appendix B for details).
Note that the Bayesian clustering method described below is based on the relative marginal likelihood of
different models. Proper priors must be used so that the Bayes factors give good model selection
characteristics [9]. Here, this means that α, γ > 0. Throughout we set m = 0 so that the Fourier
coefficients are shrunk towards zero. Here, with scant information this simply shrinks the expression profile
to one which varies less.
Standard results [9] state that the four parameters m, V , α and γ are updated in the prior-to-posterior
analysis in the following way:
β|y, σ2 ∼ N(m∗, σ2V ∗) (5)
σ2|y ∼ IGamma
(
NT + α
2
,
d + γ
2
)
(6)
with
V ∗ =
(
B′B + V −1
)−1
, m∗ = V ∗B′y and
d = y′
(
I −BV ∗B′
)
y
where ′ denotes the transpose.
With this choice of priors, pc(y) can be calculated explicitly as a multivariate t-distribution [9]:
pc(y) =
(
1
pi
)NT/2 γα/2Γ (NT+α2 )
Γ
(
α
2
) |V ∗|1/2
|V |1/2
1
(d + γ)(NT+α)/2
(7)
= g(NT, α, γ) |V |
−1/2 1∣∣B′B + V −1∣∣1/2 (d + γ)(NT+α)/2 (8)
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Let C(φ) denote the collection of clusters associated with the partition φ. Then, assuming the parameters
of different clusters are independent, the score Σ(φ) for any partition φ with clusters c ∈ C(φ) is given by
Σ(φ) =
∑
c∈C(φ)
log pc(y) + log pi(φ) (9)
where log pi(φ) is a known function of the prior distribution over partitions, typically chosen to depend only
on the number of clusters in φ. Examples of good choices of log pi(φ) are given in [2].
Useful partitions of the profiles will have high scores. One pleasant feature of this class of models is that
the difference between two partitions identical outside a given set c, will depend only on their relative
scores over this set of profiles. In particular, suppose they differ only on a set c = c1 ∪ c2 with c1 and c2
disjoint. If φ+ and φ− are such that φ+ contains the same clusters as φ− except that cluster c in φ− is
separated into two clusters c1 and c2 in φ
+, then φ+ and φ− are said to be adjacent. Thus,
Σ(φ+)− Σ(φ−) = log pc1(y1) + log pc2(y2) − log pc(y) + λ(φ
+, φ−) (10)
where y = (y1, y2) and λ(φ
+, φ−) = pi(φ+)− pi(φ−) is often set a priori to a fixed constant not depending
on φ+ or φ−. Since for moderate sized clusters the functions in the expression above can be calculated
almost instantaneously, it is trivial to check whether merging or splitting two clusters to form a new
partition is more or less well supported by the data.
The popular AHC is employed to search the space of partitions in [2]. Because this only modifies a
partition to one adjacent to it in the sense above, even with large numbers of genes it is possible to find
partitions that cluster together genes with similar longitudinal profiles quickly. The AHC starts with each
of the N gene profiles in N separate clusters with fixed values of the hyperparameters V , α and β. We
then form a sequence of new partitions by sequentially merging two clusters, thus decreasing the number of
clusters by one. The clusters that increase the score by the most (or reduce the score by the least) are
combined. We repeat until we reach the last partition which has one cluster with all N genes. Since the
marginal likelihood has been calculated for each of the partitions, containing 1 to N clusters, we can
simply choose the one with the highest score. As mentioned previously, this iterative optimisation of a
marginal likelihood criterion is fast, but clearly leaves most of the partition space unsearched.
List of abbreviations
AHC Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
O Other
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PC Potentially Circadian
PJ Potentially Junk
SHR Second Harmonic Ratio
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Appendix A: Plots and classification of the FINAL set clustering
As mentioned in the results and discussion section of the main paper, we can classify the posterior mean
profiles into various shapes that will be helpful in eventually examining the biological implications in more
detail. The first five classifications cover the clusters identified as circadian over both 24-hour periods; the
last five those that aren’t. Types I, VI and VII are delineated by objective criteria whilst the remaining
types are classified by eye. This is nevertheless useful as a guideline to the broad classes of behaviour that
are displayed.
I) Sinusoidal: those clusters with SHR>0.65 and more than 11 genes.
II) Sharply rising then sharply falling.
III) Sharply falling then sharply rising.
IV) Sharply rising then drifting back to zero.
V) Sharply falling then drifting back to zero.
VI) Potential junk: those classified as PJ by the algorithm.
VII) Other: those classified as O by the algorithm.
VIII) Potentially circadian, but not repeated: clusters with a peak or trough in one 24 hour period, but not
in the other.
IX) Outliers: clusters containing less than 11 genes.
X) Not interesting: clusters with expressions close to zero and non-circadian profiles.
The profiles of each of the 100 clusters identified from the 5,696 gene FINAL set are shown in figures 4 to
19 classified in order according to the ten types above. Within each type, the clusters are sorted by their
phase by maximum (the maximum value of the posterior mean in the first 24 hours). The second harmonic
ratio (SHR) and phase by maximum (PBM) are given on each plot.
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Cluster 82 (31 genes). SHR=0.66, PBM=32.672.
Figure 4: Type I clusters: sinusoidal. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the
blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting by the biologists are highlighted
in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 5: Type I clusters: sinusoidal. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the
blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting by the biologists are highlighted
in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 6: Type I clusters: sinusoidal. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the
blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting by the biologists are highlighted
in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 7: Type I clusters: sinusoidal. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the
blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting by the biologists are highlighted
in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 8: Type II clusters: sharply rising then sharply falling. The black dots are the data points (joined
by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 9: Type III clusters: sharply falling then sharply rising. The black dots are the data points (joined
by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 10: Type IV clusters: sharply rising then drifting back to zero. The black dots are the data points
(joined by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting
by the biologists are highlighted in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 11: Type IV clusters: sharply rising then drifting back to zero. The black dots are the data points
(joined by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting
by the biologists are highlighted in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 12: Type V clusters: sharply falling then drifting back to zero. The black dots are the data points
(joined by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting
by the biologists are highlighted in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 13: Type VI clusters: potential junk. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and
the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 14: Type VI clusters: potential junk. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and
the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 15: Type VII clusters: other. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the
blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster. Genes marked as interesting by the biologists are highlighted
in thicker lines of red, green and blue.
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Figure 16: Type VIII clusters: potentially circadian, but not repeated. The black dots are the data points
(joined by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 17: Type VIII clusters: potentailly circadian, but not repeated. The black dots are the data points
(joined by dotted lines) and the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 18: Type IX clusters: outliers. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and the
blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Figure 19: Type X clusters: not interesting. The black dots are the data points (joined by dotted lines) and
the blue line is the posterior mean for the cluster.
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Appendix B: Robustness analysis
To illustrate the problems of using AHC unmodified, consider the case when we optimise the log marginal
likelihood by varying the parameter v. The scores for a range of values from v = 0.1 to v = 10, 000 are
shown in figure 20, with a close-up on the values between v = 0.4 and v = 0.6 in figure 21. The
corresponding optimal number of clusters are given in figure 22.
Because of its explicit algebraic form, we should expect the log-marginal likelihood (as a function of the
hyperparameter) to be continuous and differentiable with a moderate second derivative. The numerical
results don’t seem to accord with this. Thus we have strong (if circumstantial) evidence that the AHC isn’t
consistently finding a global maximum, since when the hyperparameter is perturbed slightly the score can
take quite different values. Such a phenomenon has encouraged other authors ( [21, 22]) to develop more
sophisticated searches through partition space in the related Bayesian CART model. However, in this
application, provided we guard against certain types of misclassification in the way we describe, this
instability is not too much of a problem because the corresponding influence on the expected utility is
small.
This can be seen by considering the pattern of clusters we obtain if we use a very different value of the
hyperparameter, say, v = 10, 000 instead of v = 0.498. The value v = 0.498 was chosen throughout this
paper as it provided the highest log marginal likelihood on clustering of another set of genes. (Namely, the
final set of 2,845 genes obtained with v = 10, 000 at each stage of the clustering process.) By using the
same v at each stage, the PC, PJ and O sets were generated consistently.
For the same set of 5,696 genes, the value v = 10, 000 gives us far fewer, but larger, clusters (34 instead of
100) so that we get intrinsically different solutions. Despite this, the estimated profiles of most genes do not
radically differ under changes in v. This means that the sets of genes identified to have interesting profiles
do not change greatly over large ranges of v. Furthermore, genes having similar profiles remain close. The
fact that clusters with profiles which are similar are combined doesn’t have a big impact in either our
choice of promising genes for future analysis, or the classification of genes as potentially circadian.
Figures 23 and 24 show two phase plots of the clusters for the FINAL gene set clustered with the
extremely different hyperparameters v = 0.498 and v = 10, 000 respectively. (Their meaning is described in
the figure captions. Note that the phase by maximum of a cluster is the maximum value of the posterior
mean in the first 24 hours.) The spots are distributed similarly (including the relative sparseness of large
clusters between 26 and 28, and 36 and 42 hours) and the larger spots remain in the same sectors of the
plot indicating that the structure of the two partitions is broadly the same.
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Figure 20: The log marginal likelihood (score) of the FINAL set clustered with a range of v values.
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Figure 21: The same data as figure 20, shown over a smaller range of v values.
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Figure 22: The number of clusters in the FINAL set clustered with a range of v values.
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Figure 23: Phase plot of the clusters of the FINAL gene set with v = 0.498. Each dot is one cluster,
its radius is proportional to the number of genes it contains. Its distance from the origin gives its second
harmonic ratio, and the angle indicates the phase by maximum of the posterior mean profile.
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Figure 24: Phase plot of the clusters of the FINAL gene set with v = 10, 000. Each dot is one cluster,
its radius is proportional to the number of genes it contains. Its distance from the origin gives its second
harmonic ratio, and the angle indicates the phase by maximum of the posterior mean profile. The structure
is broadly similar to that of figure 23.
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